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ABRUZZISSIMO Magazine is one year old! When I started
working on the first issue 12 months ago, I couldn’t imagen how
fast and big the publication would grow. As of today,
ABRUZZISSIMO has over 3,500 subscribers from all over the
world: we have a reader in New Caledonia, a few in Tasmania,
Hong Kong, many in Australia, United States, Canada, United
Kingdom and, of course, in Italy. It has brought together many
people who love Abruzzo. I want to thank Linda Dini Jenkins, my
tireless copy editor and author, who believed in the project from
the start and has helped me with every single issue of the
magazine. I am also happy to have a small but dedicated team
of regular contributors who, one article at a time, share their
immense passion for the beautiful region that Abruzzo is.

This magazine would not exist without you, our loyal readers
and supporters. It is time consuming and intense to produce 10
quality issues per year, but I am committed to it and your kind
emails and donations make it worthwhile. If you haven’t yet,
please consider becoming a supporter and contribute to the
magazine’s upkeep by donating here.
 
In this issue you will learn about the magic creatures
pandafeche, fate, and mazzamurelli and how to keep them
happy. We will explore the surreal clay landscapes of the
badlands in Atri and visit the little-known church of Santa Maria
in Piano in Loreto Aprutino to admire a rare 14th century fresco.
On page 5 you will read an interview with one of the last
shepherds to walk a transhumance trail to Apulia and back. We
share two recipes of traditional baccalà dishes and tell you
where to eat the best timballo alla teramana. And for an
authentic taste of Abruzzo in the US, we take you to Le Virtù in
Philadelphia.

Enjoy this issue!
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As the restrictions on moving within
Abruzzo lift, we can continue our virtual
live tours on the ABRUZZISSIMO
Facebook page. We have scheduled a
tour of Ortona for May 6. Our guide
Kharen Dell’Arciprete will take you
around the historic part of the town to
see its grand palaces, churches, and the
magnificent castle overlooking the sea.
Tune in at 3.30pm Italian time to join us
and ask questions or watch the recorded
tour video later on our Facebook page.

ANAS (the national road network) is
offering concessions on its iconic red
roadside houses (case cantoniere, which
were used by construction and
maintenance workers) for a symbolic
price. Ten of the houses are located in
Abruzzo (Pineto, Pescara, Alfedena,
Roseto Degli Abruzzi, Francavilla al Mare,
Ortona, and Rocca di Mezzo). The tender
is open to entrepreneurs with sound
business projects who could turn the
case cantoniere into restaurants, guest
houses, shops,or cultural centres. The
deadline for proposals (in Italian) is June
15. For more details and the list of
houses available go to the ANAS website. 

MAJELLA BECOMES
UNESCO GLOBAL GEOPARK

NEWS & EVENTS
A
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ORTONA VIRTUAL
TOUR

The territory of the Maiella National Park has
been given the prestigious title of a Global
Geopark in recognition of its unique
geological characteristics combined with
biodiversity and sites of cultural and historic
significance. The Majella (spelt with a “j”)
UNESCO Global Geopark territory covers a
surface area of 740 km², featuring more than
60 peaks in the Majella Massif. It is carved
by a series of canyons, many rivers, and a
few perennial lakes that are essential to
supporting wildlife. With remnants of human
presence going back about 600,000 years,
the Geopark contains 95 geosites, including
one of the oldest archaeological geosites in
Europe. The majority of these have
considerable educational and touristic value.
It is hoped that the recognition at the global
level will help develop sustainable models of
living and tourism in the area. 

RED ROADHOUSES UP
FOR GRABS

TAKE AN ELECTRIC BUS
TOUR AROUND L’AQUILA 

An exciting new city tour has been launched
in L’Aquila. A small open electric bus will
take up to six people around the main sights
in the historic centre, with a few stops. The
tour lasts 90 minutes and costs €10 (a
promotional price for the month of May). In
the coming weeks, a tasting of local
delicacies will be added to the itinerary.
Tours in English are available on request for
a minimum of four people. For further details
and bookings, call 0039 379 1508492, 0039
086 2295927 or contact WelcomeAQ. 

https://www.facebook.com/abruzzissimomagazine
https://www.stradeanas.it/it/servizi/case-cantoniere
https://www.facebook.com/exploratourismservicesaq/


Legend has it that in the 13th century
Manfred, King of Sicily, hid a huge chest
of copper, gold, and silver coins in one of
the caves in the Salinello Gorges, not far
from his Castle Manfrino, in the modern-
day Teramo Province. The entrance to the
cave is closed with an enormous rock and
is guarded by a fairy dressed in white.
Whoever finds the treasure, must first
take the copper coins and return after
three years for the silver ones and, only
after three more years, take the remaining
gold coins. Locals will tell you that, over
the centuries, a few people have lost their
lives trying to take the golden coins first.
The gigantic rock seals the cave’s
entrance, leaving the greedy treasure
seekers inside to die. 

Last month a group of hikers found 308
silver alloy coins while walking in the
woods in Valle Castellana, along the
ancient road that connected the Salinello
Valley and the famous Manfrino Castle.
Archaeologists have provisionally dated
the coins to the 11th-13th century. Could
they be part of King Manfred’s treasure?!
Put the Salinello Gorges on your list of
places to see. And don't forget to pack a
metal detector in your bag. The chest of
treasures is waiting for you somewhere in
Abruzzo, the land of castles, kings, and
fairies.

KING MANFRED'S
TREASURE

DID YOU KNOW?

MAY IS THE MONTH OF
LE VIRTÙ

N E W S  &  E V E N T S

The soup of virtues, or le virtù, is a famous
spring dish from the city of Teramo. The
traditional recipe calls for seven types of each
of these ingredients: legumes, vegetables,
meats, herbs, and pasta. This rich, thick soup
is traditionally eaten on May 1 and its
preparation coincides with the spring pantry
cleaning to use up the remaining winter
foodstuffs. If you don’t have friends or
relatives in Teramo who can cook up le virtù
feast for you, head to La Cantina di Porta
Romana, which will serve the iconic dish
during the month of May. Make sure to book
ahead.

DO YOU ENJOY READING
ABRUZZISSIMO?

BECOME A
SUPPORTER!

DONATE 

HERE
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https://www.paypal.com/donate/?hosted_button_id=39GSL5WVW5BZN
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At what age did you do your first
transhumance (transumanza)?

I started following tatà (father) towards
the end of the war. I was still a child back
then and one of my first tasks was to
protect a flock of one hundred sheep from
the Germans and bears during the night.
Then when autumn arrived, on the first 

MEMORIES OF THE
TRANSHUMANCE
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By Davide Boccia

This article is based on a video interview taken in 2017 with Patrizio
Ursitti, one of the last shepherds from Opi to walk the transhumance

route connecting the mountains of Abruzzo and the green plains 
of Apulia. He recalls the customs and little adventures of shepherds

during the long months of transhumance.

Shepherds in Apulia, 1965. Photo by
Udo Sprengel Sunday of October (the Feast of Our Lady

of the Rosary), we left for Lucera in Apulia.
While walking with the sheep, we slept
under the stars, in the open: our only shel-
ter was the mule's saddlebag under which
I slept covered with blankets made of
sheepskin. If it rained, I got soaked.
Walking during the day was uncomfor-
table because when I started doing
transhumance, we still wore jë patìtë
(shepherds’ wooden clogs) which hurt my

HISTORY



heels. In fact, it was better to walk with no
shoes on, wearing just two or three socks.
That way you could get to Lucera without any
pain in your feet! 

How many days did it take to get from Opi to
Lucera?

We walked 11 days to get there, travelling 15-
20 km per day. At the end of September, when
we set off to go back to Abruzzo, we had to
hurry up because otherwise the sheep would
begin to give birth along the way. However,
some lambs were born during the journey and
we put them in bags on mules. But it was also
necessary to hurry so as not to be overtaken
by the marchìttë, the shepherds from the
province of Teramo. If the marchìttë passed in
front of us, their sheep would eat all the best
grass on the route. We had to avoid the
pastures that had already been used by other
flocks to avoid the risk of our sheep catching
diseases. We always did the same route and
in some places there were churches built to
give shelter to shepherds.

Where did the transhumance path run?

We went down from Mount Tranquillo,
crossed the area where today there are 

campsites, and followed the state road
Marsicana up to Zittola, near Castel di Sangro.
The oldest transhumance path there went
behind the cemetery in Opi, reached Val
Fondillo and continued under the Mount
Amaro and Camosciara.

What did you do in Apulia?

We stayed in the winter in Apulia because the
warm climate makes the grass grow all year
round. We always returned to the same areas,
San Severo-Lucera, where we rented a farm
building and 50-60 hectares of land for the
sheep to graze on.

H I S T O R Y

Shepherds milking sheep, 1966. 
Photos by Udo Sprengel
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Transhumace routes from Abruzzo to Apulia. 
Image via CC BY 3.0

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0


When did you come home?

We returned home in May. I still remember the
joy of seeing Mount Marsicano from afar! On
our return, every morning, we milked our flock
of 600 sheep, which gave us 70-80 litres of milk
to make 15-20 kg of cheese. People knew it
and in the villages that we passed through on
the way, they were waiting to buy our freshly
made cheese. When we returned to Opi, the
sheep were taken to the mountains where their
pens were in Pescasseroli, Opi, and Villetta
Barrea. Back then, the quënëcìna (fortnight)
system existed: after 10 days of work with the
flocks, the shepherds could go down to the
village for four-five days. (Until the middle of the
last century, the pay of the shepherds involved
in the transhumance was mainly made up of
food products intended for immediate use such
as bread, oil, wine, milk, and ricotta - author).

How was the work of shepherds organized?

The massarë (head shepherd) controlled the
pëquëralë (other shepherds), assigned to the

flock. The transport of household goods and the
mounting of the enclosure nets were handled by
the vùttara, the mule handlers, who always went
ahead. This way, every evening, the shepherds
found the enclosure for the flock already
assembled. (In the last years of the traditional
transhumance, the mules were replaced with
cars - author). During spring, in the morning,
shepherds milked the sheep and in this activity
they were helped by the bbëscìnë, the boy who
sent the sheep towards the gate of the
enclosure. The casciérë was responsible for
processing the milk and cheese making. 

What did you eat while doing transhumance?

At the end of September, when we left home, we
ate well because we had meat, cheese, and
bread. However, after a few days, the meat was
finished and we were left with only bread and
cheese. We ate simple things like lë panëcóttë:
the bread was softened in hot  water and then
mixed with oil and vegetables. When we were in
the mountains at the sheepfold, we made
mëscìšca (sheep's meat), salted and dried in the
sun for long conservation.

H I S T O R Y

Making cheese, 1966. Photo by Udo Sprengel
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Which families from the Valley sent their
flocks to Apulia?

When I started doing the route, in
Pescasseroli there were still the Gentiles who
sent many sheep to Candela in Apulia every
year. In Opi, there were only the Ursitti, while in
Villetta Barrea there were the Graziani and Di
Loreto and they, too, went to Candela every
year. Some owners, towards the end of the
transumanza era, took the train and trucks
transported the sheep to Apulia but, at the
end, left without staff, they sold their flocks.

When did you do your last transhumance?

The last time I brought the sheep to Apulia
was in 1970. By then everything had changed.
We no longer went on foot with sheep
because there were cars on the streets and
the paths had disappeared in some areas.  

Before, in Molise, you could see the sheep path
even from afar! It was 60 paces wide (111
meters) and was entirely owned by the state.
Then, when the sheep no longer passed
through, they began to build along the route. In
Pescolanciano they built a palace in the middle
of the sheep path! They did it right where we
once walked with the sheep!

This article was first published on Pescasseroli
è W. 

Translated and edited by Anna Lebedeva.

Photos by Udo Sprengel, a professor at the
Hamburg University, who in 1965-1966 joined
the Ursitti family to walk the transhumant trail.
He later published his observations and photos
in the book “Die Wanderherdenwirtschaft im
mittel ñ und sudstitalienischen Raum” by the
Geographical Society of Hamburg.

H I S T O R Y

Selling cheese, 1966. Photo by Udo Sprengel
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I still remember that night from my childhood when I
woke up feeling paralyzed. I was at my
grandparents’ house, the place where I used to
spend my summer holidays. In the middle of the
night, I opened my eyes…and could not move. It was
as if my body was glued to the mattress! I was so
terrified, I tried to scream “Grandma! Grandma!” but
couldn’t. My mouth was wide open, but no word or

ABRUZZO’S MAGIC CREATURES:
PANDAFECHE, FAIRIES, 

AND MAZZAMURELLI
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By David Ferrante 

Local folklore stories are filled with creatures that steal your breath, bring
messages from the dead, help to find treasures, and tangle up your

donkey’s mane for fun.

Pandafeche steals your breath while
you sleep. Illustration by Leslie Agan sound came out. I could only feel that strange,

suffocating sensation. I felt as if I had
something heavy pressing my body and not
letting me breathe. Luckily, by chance, my
grandma woke up and came into my room.
She caressed my forehead and I relaxed and
fell asleep again. 

The next morning, in between a slice of tarallo
(a sweet cake) and a sip of warm milk, I told 

TRADITION



my grandparents about the nightmare, and so began
the first of many tales about magical and mysterious
characters, inhabitants of my homeland, of which I
had never heard before. 

PANDAFECHE

That night, as my grandma explained to me, the
Pandafeche came by. It is a nocturnal creature that
slowly lies down on the body of people who are
sleeping, stealing their breath and impeding their
movements. She is believed to be the ghost of an
evil woman who is damned to wander around
villages at night.

Some ancient remedies may help to prevent this
nightmare. If you put in the room a sorghum broom
or a bag full of legumes, the curious Pandafeche will
count the twigs in the broom or the beans in the bag
till the sunrise, when she will have to run away. If you
wake up and find the Pandafeche on top of you and
want to stop her, grab her by the hair and when she
asks, “What do you have in your hand?” you must
answer “Horsehair!” To free yourself from her for
good, you must hurt her slightly and wait until she
spills nine drops of blood.

FAIRIES

In our grandparents’ tales, there were not just
frightful beings and nocturnal monsters, but also
woodland creatures: spiteful, but beautiful and
likable. Fate, or fairies, were among them. They
usually show up as beautiful young women,
sometimes small and fluttering in the air. At times,
they have human features and at still other times,
who knows what they might look like? My
grandparents used to tell me about how, during the
night, their mules’ and donkeys’ manes and tails
were interlaced into little braids that were difficult to
untangle. They said it was the fairies doing it out of
spite — or just for fun.

If you ever find a little bundle full of tiny foods  under
a tree, do not pick up or eat it: it is the  fairies’ food.
A theft of this kind will make you into the target of
their revenge. If you want to  have lunch under a tree,
you should greet them — before sitting down — by 
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A sorghum broom or a bag of legumes
will keep Pandafeche busy. 

saying, Buongiorno fate! and, before eating your
food or drinking from a fountain, you should
ask them for permission, saying, Buongiorno!
Posso bere e mangiare? (Hello! Can I eat and
drink?). There is a story about a greedy and
unaware woman who found a fairy’s little
bundle under a fig tree. She gobbled up its
contents and climbed up the tree to devour the
fruit. But, before she could eat any fig, the
woman slipped and fell from the tree, breaking
her bones.  The local witch recommended the
poor woman to find the head fairy and
apologise to her. 

Fairies’ revenge can be more serious. It remains
unknown why, but in the early 1900s, in
Roccacasale, a village situated in  the L’Aquila
province, children disappeared from their
homes on different occasions and reappeared
in the meadows near the village. There is still a
locality called Colle delle Fate (the Fairies’ Hill)
in Roccacasale where, according to the
ancestors’ stories, those magic creatures used
to meet. 

T R A D I T I O N



between the worlds of the living and the dead.
Most of the time, it is believed, their knocking
brings a message from a dearly departed
person who is trying to communicate with us. 

WEREWOLVES

As the night falls, wolves’ howls can be heard in
the mountains. That could be lu lope menare, or
werewolf. In Abruzzo, stories of heartrending
werewolves’ howls tearing through the night are
plentiful. According to popular beliefs, those
born on Christmas night are cursed forever,
because they desecrate the birth of God’s son.
By no fault of their own, men born on the holy
night — once they reach the age of 20 — can
become werewolves, while women turn into
pandafeche or witches. Fathers can help their
sons to avoid this sad destiny by engraving with
fire a small cross on the unfortunate boys’ feet,
three nights in a row. If the werewolf
transformation has already happened, the man
can only be saved by being hurt and spilling
some blood. Given the werewolf’s ferocity, the
only way to do it is to hit him from above,
making something fall on him from a roof or a
window.

There are many stories about women who, over
the centuries, have seen their husbands leave
their house at night. They waited for him with
the door closed, sitting on the stairs — an
impassable place for the cursed as, it is
believed, they cannot climb more than three
steps – with a bucket of water and a stick in
their hands, ready to splash and hit him if he
came back as a beast. Three knocks on the
door meant he came back home as a man. 

 
David Ferrante is a writer, sociologist, and a
passionate researcher of Abruzzo’s culture and
traditions. He has written several books which
you can find via his website, Abruzzo Magico. 

Illustrations by Leslie Agan.

 MAZZAMURELLI

And then I came to know about the mazzamurello.
It was possible to hear  knocks from far away in
the countryside: knock knock knock. I was told it
was them, the mazzamurelli. A mazzamurello is a
little elf who lives in Abruzzo’s forests. You know
about his presence from a rustle in the grass, a
quick glance of a red pointy hat running away, or
from the feeling of being watched through the
branches of a bush by two little, lively eyes. They
can also be spotted in a house, either abandoned
or inhabited. The knocking sound gives away the
presence of a mazzamurello. The elf always has a
stick with him, which he bangs against walls, trees,
and other surfaces. In fact, the origin of the name
mazzamurello might come from mazza (stick) and
muro (wall). 

The little elves can also be spiteful pranksters.
They know how to read people’s hearts and
understand their personalities. Mazzamurelli can
be secret and faithful friends with kind-hearted
people and bring them good fortune. But, if they
perceive some nastiness, they will be wicked and
unkind.  Their “knock knock” may indicate the
presence of a treasure or warn of an imminent
danger, even death. They are the messengers 
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Mazzamurelli wear red pointy hats

T R A D I T I O N
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THE LAST JUDGEMENT OF
SANTA MARIA IN PIANO
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By Maria Giovanna Palermo

On the outskirts of Loreto Aprutino, the town rich in history and
renowned for its high-quality olive oil, stands the church of Santa

Maria in Piano, a small jewel of Romanesque architecture. It is
known among the locals as the church of San Rocco because 

inside there is a beautiful statue of the saint.

PLACES



Built on the ruins of a pagan temple, the church
has undergone numerous renovations over the
centuries, taking the current form after the last
one in 1500 when the elegant portico with
curved arches and the bell tower were added.
The octagonal spire is decorated with colourful
maiolica (glazed pottery) elements made at the
first factories of Castelli. Many church towers in
Abruzzo have those green, red, and blue
maiolica discs which earned them the name
“sister towers.” While its exterior is magnificent,
you need to step inside the church to see what
makes it truly special.

VIVID COLOURS

On the counter façade wall, you will find one of
the most beautiful artworks in Abruzzo: a
depiction of the Last Judgment known locally
as particolare. It was painted by an unknown
master in the third decade of the 1300s and is
considered one of the most unusual Gothic
depictions in Italy, without equal, although
something similar — but not as well preserved
— exists in the church of Santa Maria della
Rocca in Offida in the Marche region.

Its vivid colours make some experts believe that
the masterpiece was painted using an elaborate
encaustic technique. This would involve
dissolving coloured pigments in heated beeswax
— as opposed to the more conventional fresco
painting technique, where the dry-powder
pigment is painted on freshly laid lime plaster —
which preserves the brilliance of the colours over
time, making them look as if they have just been
applied.

NOT YOUR AVERAGE
JUDGEMENT

The section of the fresco that depicts Hell has
been partially destroyed over time, but the
Purgatory and Paradise sections are well
preserved. The real peculiarity is found in the
lower part, where we see a scene different from
traditional Judgement scenes (when the good
and the bad are separated). Here, individual souls
are judged one by one. What earned this
depiction the name “particular” is that it is drawn
on the so-called Vision of Fra' Alberico (which is
also described by Dante Alighieri in The Divine
Comedy), a manuscript by a Cassinese monk
who lived around 1100 — and not on the
Apocalypse of Saint John in the final book of the
New Testament, like most frescoes of this kind. 

P L A C E S

The church of Santa Maria in Piano and 
its Last Judgement fresco. 
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We see the souls taking a test of courage.
They are asked to prove their faith by crossing
a river of boiling tar over the so-called Ponte
del Capello, as thin as a hair. It is one of very
few known iconographic depictions rooted in
the ancient Persian religion of Zoroastrianism
and its Chinvat bridge, or the bridge of
judgement, which separates the world of the
living from the world of the dead.

The poor, frightened, naked souls flock at the
bridge, hesitant to continue. There are those
who try to leap forward, those who fall, those
paralysed with horror. Only those few not
weighed down by sins manage to cross it.
Waiting for them on the other bank of the
boiling tar river is a psychopomp, an angel
who escorts the brave souls to the majestic
Saint Michael. The archangel-warrior, having
abandoned his habitual armour, wears a
precious red cloak, weighing souls. His scale 
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Below: Ponte del Capello; right: Saint Michael



is the final verdict for granting or denying
access to the Garden of Earthly Delights and
the Tower of Paradise, where Saint Peter
guards the entrance. Above, on the clouds, five
delightful angels wearing flower wreaths play
heavenly music.

OTHER FRESCOES

The church preserves the primitive layout with a
single nave, five simple arches, and side
chapels, all decorated with frescoes. One of the
chapels is devoted to the life of St. Thomas
Aquinas. One particular scene, dated to 1410
and depicting the funeral of the Saint, has
attracted the attention of art historians, as they
believe it shows a self-portrait of the frescoes’
painter standing among religious figures. If you
look closer, you will see inscriptions scratched
over the frescoes by worshippers over the
centuries. One of them mentions a solar eclipse
in July 1590: “Adi ultimo di luglio 1590 si oscurò
il sole.”
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Below: worshippers' inscriptions; right: the
Garden of Earthly Delights 

Finally, in the apse, there is a precious gilded
wooden altar containing a rare 15th century pietà
depicting the Virgin cradling Christ’s dead body.

The church of Santa Maria in Piano was
damaged by the earthquakes of 2016 and 2017
and is currently closed to the public. Local
authorities are hoping to restore the church as
soon as possible, so everyone can see this little
jewel in Loreto Aprutino. Keep an eye on the
municipality’s website and Facebook page for
updates. 

Maria Giovanna Palermo is an art historian and
tour guide. Follow her Facebook page Sull’Arte. 
Photos by Anna Lebedeva.

https://www.comune.loretoaprutino.pe.it/
https://www.facebook.com/ComuneLoretoAprutino/
https://www.facebook.com/SullArte-Rubrica-dintromissione-nel-senso-estetico-contemporaneo-102266844832516/


One gloomy evening more than eight years ago,
my husband Rafal and I were sitting in our
house in Ireland, watching the rain lashing
sideways, listening to the kids coughing. We
began talking about places we could live one
day, places with sunshine and four seasons,
where we could grow our own vegetables, and
where the kids could enjoy the outdoors
without catching a cold all the time. We knew
Italy ticked those boxes, but which region? We
wanted the mountains and forests, somewhere
very green, authentic, without herds of tourists
and with good food. Rafal googled different
places and found Abruzzo — and everything we
could wish for. Five minutes later, we started
planning our holiday in this unknown-to-us part
of Italy, hoping our family of five could move
there soon. Which is exactly what we did.

DREAM HOME

In 2014, during our second holiday in Abruzzo,
we viewed many houses and, finally, found our
perfect old stone farmhouse. Two houses,
actually. The view from the terrace stole our
hearts and we made an offer, which was
accepted. We packed 11 years of our lives in
Ireland into suitcases and boxes, loaded our
three massive dogs, a cat, and a piano in the
car, put the three kids on a plane and headed
for a new chapter of our lives in Colle Zingaro, 

a tiny village in the Chieti province overlooking a
valley with the majestic Majella mountains
above. 

Since the move, we have been slowly restoring
our properties, built in the late 1800s. We do
nearly all the jobs ourselves and, although it is
hard physical work, it gives us both a wonderful
feeling of accomplishment. My favourite job is
exposing and repointing the beautiful old stone
walls.

VILLAGE LIFE

Colle Zingaro has just over 100 inhabitants, plus
a little shop, a playground, a church, and an old
fountain. The beach is 40 minutes by car; the
mountains, 40 minutes the other way. The
beautiful Bomba Lake is only a short drive away
and we’re surrounded by forests. 

Most of our neighbours are elderly, always
willing to share stories, advice, and gossip. We 

L I F E ’ S  S I M P L E  P L E A S U R E S  
I N  C O L L E  Z I N G A R O

The Dzikowscy family has embraced life in a small rural community in 
Abruzzo with gusto: they barter jams for eggs, forage, and enjoy some 

local gossip with neighbours.
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By Marta Dzikowska

PEOPLE

Rafal and Marta with their sons Mathew and Tristan



MOVING WITH KIDS

Some people find moving countries challenging,
but this was our second big move (first from
Poland to Ireland, then to Italy)  which certainly
helped. When we arrived in Abruzzo, our daughter, 

have become good friends with our nearest
Italian neighbours, Maria and her family. I
bring them baked goodies and preserves,
and in return they bring us eggs or the
surplus of their garden produce. In our little
community we often swap fresh produce for
preserves; it is a great way of saving and
sharing food and making friends. I
remember how, at the beginning, everyone
called us inglesi con i gemelli (the English
with the twins; we are Polish, by the way)
and how they could not understand why we
swapped Ireland with secure jobs and
salaries for Abruzzo. They did not seem too
convinced that proper summers and winters,
beautiful landscapes, and fresh seasonal
food were good enough reasons to make a
move. 

We are the only expat family living here full-
time. There are some foreigners with holiday
houses in the area and we have become
good friends with many, helping them
navigate through some of the more difficult
issues that needed sorting out and taking
care of their properties while they are away.  

P E O P L E
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Above: Lake Bomba. Right: ducklings at Marta's 
house



Kaya, had finished primary school; the boy
twins, Mathew and Tristan, were about to
start the first year, so timing was good. We
were worried about them having to learn yet
another language. At the start, we had to
work really hard to learn Italian and had
taken language classes before the move.
The teachers and the community were very
supportive. Six years have passed, and the
kids are trilingual now, have made many
good friends, and are loving their
cosmopolitan  upbringing. We have pasta
one day, Irish cottage pie another, and
Polish pierogi every so often. We mix all
three languages while speaking. 

The kids are healthy and appreciate life’s
simple pleasures like taking a swim in a
lake or in the sea or enjoying freshly baked
bread with a tomato they picked straight
from the garden. We all had to get through
some challenging moments, but nothing
that a positive attitude, a smile, and a home-
made cake couldn’t resolve.
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Torricella Peligna is the nearest town. Photo by 
Antonio Di Renzo MAKING IT WORK

Finding a way to make a living in Abruzzo can be
hard, but we have managed well so far. One of
our houses is rented out as a holiday home, Il
Monte.
 
The cost of living here is low, and growing our
own food certainly helps. Recently, we bought
ducks and a few goats. For the moment, they are
just pets, but soon they will also provide us with
healthy milk and eggs. Being a keen forager and
herbalist, I find a lot of food in the wild, for free.
Locals have always done it, and I am learning a
lot from them. Realising that many expats in
Abruzzo were curious about it, I set up a
Facebook group, Abruzzo Foraging, where we
share foraging tips and information about
preserving local wild foods.
 
I have enrolled in a project for small
entrepreneurs funded by the Abruzzo region to
help me to launch my foraging business. Our
next big plan is to make healthy, organic foods
and cosmetics based on free-range goat milk
and the wild plants growing around us. We know
it will need a lot of hard work and a little luck, but
we will get there. 

P E O P L E

https://pages.facebook.com/ilmonteabruzzo
https://www.facebook.com/groups/406014003276859


and the renovation has begun. The painstaking
propping of the building, from the basement
upward, is being done to ensure the safety of
the future works.
 

KEEPING IT LOCAL

The local Casolani are enthusiastic about the
restoration and intrigued by the refurbishment
works. Many of them have told us that they are
looking forward to the rebirth of the palazzo,
which since the early 1800s was Casoli’s

These last few days have been hugely
exciting for us at Palazzo Ricci as our crane,
which has an enormous 50-metres-long
arm, finally arrived and was installed. There
was a palpable air of excitement in the town
as the huge parts of it were slowly driven up
the hill and then assembled. After two days
and many photos and videos later, the crane
is in place, towering above the old town, 

R E S T O R I N G  A  N O B L E
P A L A C E :  W O R K I N G  W I T H
T H E  L O C A L  C O M M U N I T Y

The grand project of turning a crumbling noble palace in the hilltop town of
Casoli into fourteen luxury residences continues. The restoration works have
finally started, and the team behind the project is determined to revive the 

local community. 
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By Valeria Milano

Above: work has began at Palazzo Ricci; right: a
rendered image of the future facade 

S P O N S O R E D



cultural and social hub. I am often stopped
by the town’s curious shop and bar owners
who ask me about the progress. They
understand how important a steady stream
of new residents will be for local businesses. 
 
From the start of our project, we wanted to
work closely with local businesses and
artisans. Our builders from Vacri, a town
nearby, have many years of experience in
restoring famous historic buildings. All the
windows and shutters for the palace are
being constructed by a local company in
Casoli to comply with the tricky requirements
necessary for an old grand building in a
centro storico. Our electrical and plumbing
systems are likewise provided by a well-
established  local firm. We will be specifying
and ordering the floors, kitchens, and joinery
from trusted suppliers within a short drive
from Casoli. 

Meanwhile, our painting and decorating
works will be carried out by a team of local
tradesmen, with Spencer Power, one of our
Founding Partners, heading up the specialist
painters who will be tackling the more
complicated restoration works. The local
charity, La Cooperativa Sociale Casolana, will
supply fine linens and interior textiles woven
on antique looms. They will also make
beautiful fragrant soaps for every residence
in the palazzo. It goes without saying that
once the Palazzo is up and running,
concierges, housekeepers, gardeners, and
drivers will be all from Casoli and the towns
nearby. 
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P E O P L E

LUXURY RESIDENCES

The Palazzo is going to be run as a Private
Residence Club comprising fourteen luxury
residences in fractional ownership, with nine
owners per residence. Apart from owning
their share in Casoli, they will also be part of
Elite Alliance, a global exchange network
which allows its members to spend holidays
in 135 other stunning locations around the
world throughout the year. 
 
The 126 owners and their families will be
immersed in the town’s life, enjoying its
excellent restaurants, bars, farmers’ market,
and shops. 

Despite the economic upheavals of the last
year, our project is on track and moving
steadily forward. We already have some
fantastic investor-owners who have
committed to the Palazzo Ricci project sight
unseen and are keen to hop on the plane as
soon as Italy opens for visitors. We have our
first 2021 “Experience Tour” planned for this
month, and if all goes well travel-wise, we
will be showing the investors and
prospective buyers the palazzo, the town,
and all the wonderful sights, as well as
taking them on wine tastings, pasta making
lessons, even perhaps over the Maiella
mountain in a hot air balloon! In this way,
they will see for themselves what makes
Abruzzo the very best place in the world to
live and to visit.

https://palazzoricci.club/

https://palazzoricci.club/


The Badlands (calanchi) of Atri, also known
as “Dantesque Pits of Hell” or “Devil's
Scratches", is a 600-hectares protected area
with a magnificent landscape of clay erosions
shaped into dramatic amphitheatres, spires,
gullies, ravines, and sharp ridges by wind and
water. 

HISTORY

While the reserve’s hilly landscape, rich in sea
fossils, can be dated to as far as two million 

years back, it is hard to pinpoint the era when
the erosion started. “Some scientists believe
the badlands’ formation started in the Middle
Ages or during the Renaissance, when the
population in the area started to grow,”
explains Adriano De Ascentiis, director of the
Regional Nature Reserve Calanchi di Atri.
“One of the reasons was the loss of surface
soil during the extraction of clay for
housebuilding. Large flocks of grazing sheep,
about 50,000 heads per year, which were
brought to Atri for 400 years (the so-called
“small transhumance” when sheep were
brought to graze from the mountains to the

T H E  B A D L A N D S  O F  A T R I

The Regional Nature Reserve, Calanchi di Atri, is a fascinating place 
for outdoor enthusiasts. Explore the badlands’ unique landscape on 

foot, by bicycle, or on horse back, and learn about their ancient 
history and folklore. 
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By Anna Lebedeva

OUTDOORS

The badlands of Atri. Photo by Riserva 
Naturale Regionale Calanchi di Atri



hills within Abruzzo – A.L.) had inevitable
repercussions on the vegetation and affected
the stability of the steepest slopes.” After
World War II, the land in the area and in
Abruzzo in general was gradually abandoned,
which brought wild animals and uncultivated
plants back. 

FLORA AND FAUNA

While the steep slopes of clay might seem
bare and inhospitable, the nature reserve is
home to many plants and trees, such as wild
gladiolus, capers, liquorice, willows, white
poplar, and elder. You can spot buzzards,
kestrels, and sparrowhawks gliding in the air.
Many foxes, badgers, moles, hedgehogs, and
porcupines live here, as well as frogs,
salamanders, and the rare emerald toad. In
1999 Calanchi di Atri became a World Wide
Fund for Nature (WWF) Oasis to protect its
rich biodiversity. 

In the last few decades, as land cultivation 
 has been abandoned, the shrubs have been 

slowly expanding in the reserve, healing the
centuries-old scars caused by humans and
erosion. Wood coverage here has expanded
from 3% to 13%.  

EXPLORE

Over the last 10 years, the municipality of Atri
and WWF Italy have created a well-managed
six-kilometre network of hiking trails and 29
kilometres of cycling and horse-riding routes
within the reserve. 

You can choose one of the three walking
trails. A short and easy one starting from the
visitors’ centre runs for about two kilometres
and is walkable in 30 minutes. A longer route
will take you to the Stone of St. Paul in a
small chapel. According to a local legend, St.
Paul the Apostle was beheaded on this stone
in Rome, and it has the power to heal bone
malformations although, historians say, more
likely, it is the remains of a pre-Christian altar
used for sacrificing animals. It could also be
an ancient road milestone as an important 
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On a cycling trail in the calanchi. Photo by Riserva 
Naturale Regionale Calanchi di Atri
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Roman road, Hatria–Pinna, ran through here with a
constant stream of travellers and merchants. With
the advent of Christianity, the stone was dedicated to
St. Paul, who protected against witches and demons.
Families would bring their small children affected by
stunted growth which, in traditional folklore, was
attributed to witchcraft and the evil eye jinx. Families
came to the chapel in silence, placed their naked
child on the stone, and washed him or her with
purifying wine while the eldest woman in the family
recited a ritual dirge. Locals say that the ritual is still
performed by some believers but with more
discretion, in the small hours. 

Those who are not afraid of a slightly more
challenging walk can do the six-kilometre trail that in
two hours circles the heart of the calanchi. On all
three routes you will be able to observe magnificent
10-metre-tall earth pyramids sculpted by rain waters
over a long period of time.

In summer, cooking classes, tastings, thematic
walks, and many other events are organised in the
natural reserve. For updates, check their website or
Facebook page. 

PRACTICAL INFO

The paths are always open and free to enter. To book
guided tours (in English or Italian) call 3315799191.

You can download an app with an audio guide to the
natural reserve itineraries in English and Italian for
Android here.

To book a six-hour excursion on horseback, contact
Cavalcando l’Abruzzo Equiturismo at 0039 388
3407470.
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On the photo: clay formations in the natural reserve. Photos by 
Riserva Naturale Regionale Calanchi di Atri

O U T D O O R S

https://riservacalanchidiatri.it/
https://www.facebook.com/Riserva-Naturale-Regionale-Oasi-WWF-Calanchi-di-Atri-202718959763490/
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.it.xtremesoftware.picus
http://www.cavalcandolabruzzo.com/servizi/passeggiate-trekking/


When I moved to Italy in 2004, one of the first
things I needed was a bank account to receive my
salary. I was very attracted by the growing
movement of online accounts. There were a
number of zero-cost options available and
choosing was simple. Nowadays, the realms of
online banking are certainly mazy, so I hope this
brief article can be of use.

This is by no means an exhaustive list, but it
includes some of the most popular choices for
Italian residents in 2021.

WIDIBA: Monte Dei Paschi’s online bank offers a
standard current account (Pacchetto Smart) at
€9,00 a quarter, which can be reduced by following
certain guidelines (such as having a certain
amount invested or receiving your Italian salary).
There is a special offer on at the moment — if you
are lucky enough to get introduced by a WIDIBA
client before 21 May, you will receive €100 of
Amazon vouchers and a free account for 12
months. The possibility of using the numerous
Monte Dei Paschi branches in Abruzzo is a bonus.

FINECO: A legendary Italian online bank and, until
recently, part of the Unicredit group, offering an
account for €6,95 monthly which can be reduced
mainly by following a series of rules related to
investing. There are 11 Fineco Centers spread
around Abruzzo; click here to see the locations. It
is also possible to use Unicredit branches, if
necessary.

CREDIT AGRICOLE: The French giant actually
offers Conto Easy at no charge and, if you open an
account before June 30, you will receive €100
worth of Amazon vouchers. There are no physical
branches in Abruzzo.

WEBANK: A brand owned by the Italian group
Banco BPM, it’s possible to open an account at
€2,00 monthly. Although you cannot reduce the
fee, this is the only account on this list which
provides a free credit card, no strings attached.
You also have a wide range of Banco BPM
branches in Abruzzo, if necessary.

ING BANK: The Dutch bank offers two possibilities
— a free account, but with a cost of €0,75 each
time you draw cash from an ATM, or one for €2,00
monthly that is free if you ensure deposits of at
least €1.000 each month. Your credit card is free if
you spend more than €500 per month, otherwise
it’s €2,00 monthly. At the moment, the only branch
is in Pescara.

N26: This young German bank offers a free
account. Your virtual debit card is free, a physical
one costs €10,00 once off. The account is very
easy to open — the website claims you only need
eight minutes on the app to do so! Transfers are
possible to and from countries in the Single Euro
Payments Area, whereas it is not possible to
receive transfers in other currencies. You can send
money in other currencies thanks to the
partnership with Transferwise. There are no
branches anywhere.

To open any one of these accounts you have to be
a resident in Italy, US citizens included.

Alessandro Antibo is a wealth planner at Milan-
based Solutions Capital Management SIM (SCM).
His mother was born in Abruzzo and he retains 
a close connection with the region. You can contact
him directly at alessandro.antibo@scmsim.it.

We will be moving to Abruzzo soon. Are
there any options for opening a bank
account online with little or no fee that we
can use there?
Yvonne, Oregon, USA

O N L I N E  B A N K I N G
I N  A B R U Z Z O
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ASK THE EXPERT

https://www.widiba.it/banca/online/en/home
https://finecobank.com/it/online/
https://finecobank.com/it/public/dove-siamo/elenco-filiali
https://www.credit-agricole.it/
https://www.webank.it/webankpub/wbresp/home.do
https://www.ing.it/
https://n26.com/en-it
mailto:alessandro.antibo@scmsim.it


The cuisine of the Teramo province, in the north of
Abruzzo, is renowned for its rich, elaborate dishes.
In fact, some of Abruzzo’s most delicious and
interesting recipes come from there. Timballo alla
teramana, a local type of lasagna, is one of them.
What makes this timballo special is that instead of
pasta layers, paper-thin crepes (scrippelle) are
used. It is a dish for special celebrations — it takes
a while to make a real, old style timballo alla
teramana. 

In the past, boiled chicken meat was used for the
filling (the broth was used for another local dish,
scrippelle 'mbusse), mixed with grated pecorino,
small cubes of omelette, spinach, artichokes, and
peas. Over time, the recipe became even richer
when chicken was replaced with tiny meatballs
(pallottine), hard boiled eggs, tomato sauce, and
either mozzarella or scamorza cheese. 

The bigger the celebration, the more scrippelle
were used, and the higher the resulting timballo
was. In the old days, cooks always assembled it in
a round dish, so a wedge of timballo looked almost
like a luscious cake. Nowadays, for convenience, it
is baked in rectangular trays. It is a caloric bomb:
to make four-to-five portions, you would need 13
eggs, more than one kilo of minced meat, and 700
grams of cheese. 

Timballo alla teramana is eaten slightly cooled, in
order to appreciate the complexity of its flavours
and to make sure that you take as big of a forkful
as possible. Some true timballo purists say that it
is best eaten cold the day after. 

There are two summer festivals devoted to the
iconic dish in the Teramo province: in July,
Floriano di Campli celebrates the dish and the
town of Tossicia has its turn in August.

Very few restaurants still make timballo alla
teramana the traditional way, with tiny meatballs
and thin scrippelle layers. As with many traditional
recipes in Abruzzo, each town, hill, and family have
their own recipe which they swear by, so it is worth
going on a timballo crawl, trying a few before you
decide which one is your favourite.

Here are a few restaurants loved by locals for their
hearty timballo alla teramana.

LA CANTINA DI PORTA ROMANA

One of very few restaurants that makes timballo (see
the photo above) the old style: with paper-thin crepes
and tiny meatballs. Call before you go to inquire if the
dish is available, as they only make it on certain days. 
Address: Corso Porta Romana, 105, Teramo. Tel.: 0039
086 1252257.

RISTORANTE ZENOBI

Serves typical simple dishes prepared with ingredients
from the owners’ farm. Choose a timballo tradizionale
with ragù meat and tomato sauce or timballo bianco
with scrippelle and vegetables. Outdoor tables are
available.
Address: Contrada Riomoro, 132, Colonnella. Tel.:
0039 086 170581. http://www.ristorantezenobi.it/

AGRITURISMO LIDIA

Good, moist timballo, although the portions are on the
smaller side here. Outdoor tables are available.
Address: Ctr. Sardinara, 79, 64100 Teramo. Tel.: 0039
328 6981568. 

BACUCCO D’ORO

Small portions of timballo are served as a starter, but
you can also order a bigger portion as a main course if
booked in advance. Outdoor tables with beautiful views
of the sea and the surrounding hills are available. 
Address: Via del Pozzo, 8, Mutignano. Tel.: 0039 085
936227.

WHERE TO EAT THE BEST
TIMBALLO ALLA TERAMANA
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By Anna Swann

Photo by Julian Civiero

FOOD&WINE B E S T  E A T S

http://www.ristorantezenobi.it/


One of Abruzzo’s traditional foods is salt-
cured cod — called “mountain fish,” since it
was often used in peasant dishes in the
hinterland areas of the region, far away from
the sea. Baccalà has a long, centuries-old
history that connects the kitchens of our
nonnas in small mountain villages to the cold
seas of Northern Europe. 

Baccalà is cod cured in salt (not to be
confused with stoccafisso, which is cod dried
in the icy North wind). This way of preserving
the fish meant it kept for a long time and
could be transported easily on ships or mules
and donkeys up the mountain trails.

Legend has it that a Venetian merchant,
Pietro Querini, was shipwrecked on Røst,
Norway, in 1432 with his cargo of spices
coming from Crete. There he learnt about
baccalà from the local population, and
realised the great commercial potential of
this tasty and easy-to-transport fish. He
returned to Italy and started what today
would be considered a thriving import-export
business. Baccalà first was sold in Naples 

and, eventually, it reached Lanciano’s famous
fairs in the 16th century. Today baccalà is no
longer considered food of the poor peasants
and can be found on the menus of some of
Abruzzo’s best restaurants.

When I was little, my mother used to take me
to the market on Piazza Duomo in L'Aquila to
buy cod, which was sold already pre-soaked in
water, ready to be cooked. I still remember the
intense smells coming from the market stalls,
and the shouting vendors demonstrating the
quality of their goods. In our family — as in
many households in Abruzzo — we cooked
baccalà in oil with olives, onions, potatoes,
some tomatoes, and parsley for Christmas
Eve. I love cooking that dish, and its smell
takes me back in time.

I want to share with you two simple tasty
recipes that I learnt from my mother that were
passed on to her by my grandmother.

Marco Soccorsi lives in L’Aquila. He is an expert
mushroom and truffle hunter, avid cook and a
passionate promoter of Abruzzese cuisine.

BACCALÀ:ABRUZZO’S
MOUNTAIN FISH 

RECIPES
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By Marco Soccorsi



500-600g fillet of pre-soaked and
de-salted baccalà (if buying dry, you
will need to soak baccalà in a bowl
for two days, changing the water a
few times)
3-4 large potatoes 
60 ml olive oil
Salt and paper to taste

Makes 2-3 portions

Preheat your oven to 150°C (300°F).

Peel and thinly slice potatoes. Drizzle
them with oil and season with salt and
pepper. In a deep oven dish make three-
four layers alternating baccalà and
potatoes. Bake for at least 30 minutes or
until the potatoes start turning crispy and
golden.
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I N G R E D I E N T S

OVEN-ROASTED BACCALÀ 
WITH POTATOES

P R E P A R A T I O N

BACCALÀ SALAD

I N G R E D I E N T S

500-600g fillet of pre-soaked and
de-salted baccalà (if buying dry,
you will need to soak baccalà in a
bowl for two days, changing the
water a few times)
3-4 tablespoons olive oil
A handful of black oven-baked
olives
Juice of one lemon
½ cup parsley, chopped
Salt and paper to taste

Makes 2-3 portions
P R E P A R A T I O N

Drop the baccalà into boiling water and
cook until fish breaks off easily (15-20
minutes). Strain and cool. After it cools,
remove skin and bones, if there are any
and break the flesh into medium
pieces. Drizzle with oil and lemon juice,
and season with salt and pepper.
Sprinkle with parsley and serve as a
starter.

R E C I P E S



In South Philadelphia — part of the landing
point of Abruzzo’s diaspora in the USA —
you’ll find Le Virtù (The Virtues), a down-to-
earth trattoria dedicated to the cuisine of the
Abruzzo region. Owners Francis Cratil and
Cathy Lee were inspired by their experiences
at the tables of family, friends, farms, and
eateries all over Abruzzo. They proudly serve
the cuisine of the shepherds, farmers, and
fishermen of Italy’s wildest and most
unspoiled region. 

Francis, who has deep roots in the region —
his grandfather was from Castiglione Messer
Marino — sources his ingredients from some
of Abruzzo’s best cooperatives and farms,
including cheese from La Porta dei Parchi and
Bio Agriturismo Valle Scannese da Gregorio
and saffron from Navelli. Their wine list
includes Abruzzese varietals as well as a fine
selection of aperitivi and digestivi including
house-made genziana, acqua santa, and other
Abruzzo-inspired specialties. 

Of course, the name derives from le virtù, a
rich minestrone made on the 1st of May in
Abruzzo’s Teramo province. Tradition
demands that all that’s left in the larder after
the hard Abruzzese winter be combined with
the newly arriving spring vegetables and
legumes and shared (see page 4 for more on
le virtù). 

Francis, with the blessing of his consulting
chef — Massimo Conocchioli from Colonnella
— offers this recipe of pallot’ cac’ e ove
braised egg and cheese crochettes in sugo
finto, a “false” meat — therefore meatless —
sauce to our readers in the same spirit of
conviviality. Every nonna has her own
interpretation of this traditional dish, but
here’s what you’ll find at Le Virtù, which was
inspired by Ristorante da Paolino in
Pescocostanzo. 

In a large bowl, mix together the bread, cheese, eggs,
and garlic. Combine until a thick paste forms.
Portion the mixture into 2-inch spheres either by
hand or by using a portion scoop.  

Attach a deep fry or candy thermometer to the side
of large heavy pot. Fill the pot with 2 inches of
vegetable oil and bring the oil to 350 degrees F.

Carefully drop the egg and cheese balls into oil and
fry until golden brown. Remove, and let drain on
paper towels.

In a large pot “sweat” the celery, carrots, and onions
on low heat until translucent. Add the tomatoes and
bay leaf. Season with salt and pepper. Bring to a
simmer and let cook for 15 minutes or until the
tomato has thickened. Add basil and stir. Then add
the fried pallotte. Do not stir. Place in a preheated
350-degree oven for 15 minutes or until cooked
through.  

Garnish with grated pecorino and basil, serve
immediately.

For the crochettes:
1 cup grated pecorino romano; 2 cups diced rustic
bread, crust removed; 1 clove garlic, minced; 3 eggs;
1 tbsp chopped parsley (optional); vegetable oil (for
frying)

For the sugo finto:
4 cups tomato puree, 1 stalk celery, minced; 1 carrot,
minced; 1 onion, minced; 1 bay leaf; 4 basil leaves; 5
tbsp olive oil; salt and pepper to taste.

LE VIRTÙ TAKES ON
PALLOT’ CAC’ E OVE
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By Linda Dini Jenkins

R E C I P E S

P R E P A R A T I O N

https://www.levirtu.com/
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